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Linear bushings for application temperatures up to 
200°C 
Rexroth is expanding its linear bushings portfolio  

 

Universally applicable: Linear bushings and linear sets from Rexroth.  

For ambient conditions up to 200°C Rexroth has added all-steel linear 

sets to its product range. These and many more new developments 

enhance Rexroth's circular guide program. The new "linear bushings" 

product catalog provides an overview of the entire range. 

Whether in foundries, tempering furnaces or other thermal processes: Guides 

with plastic parts reach their limits wherever there are high ambient 

temperatures. That is when linear sets made completely of steel from Rexroth 

are called for; they can withstand ambient temperatures of up to 200°C 

indefinitely. This consistency in the material also makes the product suitable 

for processes whereby conventional synthetics negatively impact process 

safety.  

Rexroth also offers suitable, induction-hardened and ground precision steel 

shafts up to 80 mm in diameter for all temperature-resistant, ready-to-install 

linear-set models. Whether as a solid or hollow shaft, made of heat-treated 

steel, or with corrosion-resistant finish or hard chrome plated, they can be 

used for a variety of different tasks. Rexroth also offers customer-specific 

processing of the shaft ends up to a diameter up to 110 mm.  

 

What's more, Rexroth has also developed open-type super linear bushings 

with 20% higher capacity thanks to the symmetrical arrangement of the rows 

of balls. Compact ball bushings in even smaller sizes, as well as corrosion-

resistant versions round off the extended product range.  

http://www.boschrexroth.com/
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Rexroth provides a clear overview of the full and comprehensive program in 

the new linear bushing guides catalog (R999000488). For an initial overview, 

please visit our website at www.boschrexroth.com/KBF. Many linear bushings 

and linear sets are also part of the GoTo preferred delivery range. Many 

linear bushings and linear sets are also part of the GoTo preferred delivery 

range with a standard shipping time of 3 days or less. 

Economical, precise, safe, and energy efficient: drive and control technology from Bosch 

Rexroth moves machines and systems of any size. The company bundles global application 

experience in the market segments of Mobile Applications, Machinery Applications and 

Engineering, and Factory Automation to develop innovative components as well as tailored 

system solutions and services. Bosch Rexroth offers its customers hydraulics, electric drives 

and controls, gear technology, and linear motion and assembly technology all from one source. 

With locations in over 80 countries, more than 33,700 associates generated sales revenue of 

approximately 5.6 billion euros in 2014.  

To learn more, please visit www.boschrexroth.com 

The Bosch Group is a leading global supplier of technology and services. It employs roughly 

375,000 associates worldwide (as of December 31, 2015). According to preliminary figures, the 

company generated sales of more than 70 billion euros in 2015. Its operations are divided into 

four business sectors: Mobility Solutions, Industrial Technology, Consumer Goods, and Energy 

and Building Technology. The Bosch Group comprises Robert Bosch GmbH and its roughly 

440 subsidiaries and regional companies in some 60 countries. Including sales and service 

partners, Bosch’s global manufacturing and sales network covers some 150 countries. The 

basis for the company’s future growth is its innovative strength. Bosch employs 55,800 

associates in research and development at roughly 115 locations across the globe. The Bosch 

Group’s strategic objective is to deliver innovations for a connected life. Bosch improves quality 

of life worldwide with products and services that are innovative and spark enthusiasm. In short, 

Bosch creates technology that is “Invented for life.” 

Additional information is available online at www.bosch.com, www.bosch-press.com and 

http://twitter.com/BoschPresse 
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